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Evolution of Psychology

Etymology: psyche, the soul, and logos, the study of a subject- 16th century
18th century: the study of the mind
Today: study of behaviour

Wilhelm Wundt: 1870s
- Wanted psychology as independent discipline rather than branch of physiology &

philosophy
- 1879: first psych lab/the birth of psychology
- Demanded study to be scientific and focused on consciousness

Structuralism vs Functionalism: 1890s
- Edward Titchener
- Structuralism: the task of psych is to analyze consciousness into its basic elements

and investigate how these elements are related
- Work is concerned with Perception and sensations
- To examine the contents of consciousness, a method is used call

Introspection
- Special training used make the subject become objective and more

self-observant

- William James
- Functionalism: psych should investigate function or purpose of consciousness

rather than structure
- Functionalists interested in how people adapt their behaviour to meet

demands of surroundings.
- Investigate mental testing, patterns of development in children, the

effectiveness of educational practices and the behavioural differences b/w
sexes

- Attracted women into field (Washburn: first to receive Ph.D. in
psychology)

- Functionalism saw themselves as fighting for future direction of psych
- (according to James )When analyzing conscious, structuralists only look at

static points in stream of consciousness

Behaviourism: 1900s
- John Watson
- Behaviourism: theoretical orientation based on the premise that scientific psych

should study only observable behaviour
- This proposed that psychologists abandon consciousness study and look at

behaviour cause observations can be verified not thoughts
- Behaviour: any overt (observable) response or activity by an organism
- Viewed psych’s goal as relating overt responses to overt stimuli
- Nature vs nurture: is behaviour determined mainly by genetic inheritance or by

environment and experience?
- Watson: each is shaped by the environment around them, not born (nurture)
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- Highly subjective

Surveys
- questionnaires/interviews to gather info of aspects of one’s behaviour
- Used to gather info difficult to observe directly
- Large samples
- Response rate declining, leading to ^^ likelihood of sampling bias
- Pros

- Quick/easy, large samples
- Cons

- Inaccurate since its self-report data

Correla^nal Pros:
- broadens scope of study w more phenomena
- Establish lab findings can be generalized irl

Correla^nal Cons:
- Lack of control>>cannot conclude causal=correlated

Stats & Research: Descriptive Stats

- Use of math to org, summarize, & interpret numerical data

Central Tendency
- Median, mean, & mode
- Mean is great but not for outliers

Variability
- How much scores in data set vary
- Standard devia^n (how much scores deviate from mean)
- Normal distribu^n: symmetrical, bell pattern of how most characteristics are

dispersed in pop. it is relative/comparative & not defined law
- +/- ONE standard devia^n = 68.26% of pop
- +/- TWO standard devia^ns = 95.44% of pop
- +/- THREE standard devia^ns = 99.72% of pop

- Percentiles: % age of ppl who score at/below given score

Correla^n
- Correla^n coefficient: index of rela^nship strength/direc^n b/w 2 variables
- Positive correla^n: same direc^n, high x = high y or vice versa
- Negative correla^n: opposite direc^n, high x = low y or vice versa
- Strength measured from 0-1 or 0-(-1) if negative. 0 indicates no correla^n
- Strong correla^n coefficient=better predict^n ability
- Strong correla^n coefficient≄causal, consider 3rd variable
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Taste: The Gustatory System
- Stimuli: soluble chems
- Receptor: Taste buds: receptors, clusters of taste cells
- Chem dissolves in saliva>>Taste buds>>thalamus>>insular cortex (frontal lobe)
- Sweet, sour, salty, bitter, umami*
- Complex patterns of neural activity make up taste quality
- preference based largely on upbringing & diff no. of receptors (subjective)

Sensory adaptation: prolonged stimulation will fade until vanish
- Flavour is combo of taste, smell, and tactile (texture) in mouth

Smell: The Olfactory System

- Stimuli: evaporated chem dissolved in mucus of nose
- Receptors: cilia>>olfactory bulb>>olfactory cortex (temporal lobe & other areas

in cortex)
- Only one that doesn't go to thalamus tb rerouted

- Pheromones: chem messengers; sent and received b/w orgs of same species
- We’re better at smelling than once thought

Touch: Sensory Systems in Skin

- Stimulus: mech, thermal, and chem e-gy that affect skin; produce tactile stimulation
- ~6 types of receptors/free nerve endings in skin>>spinal cord>>brainstem>>opposite

hem>>thalamus>>somatosensory cortex (parietal lobe)
- Some act like feature detectors

Feeling Pain
- Pain good for survival, but horrible if chronic (low productivity, mental, ^^addiction)

Pathways to the Brain
- Fast path: registers pain>>A-delta fibres>>somatosensory cortex
- Slow path: registers more info>>(unmyelinated) C-fibres>>cortex(es)

Puzzles in Pain Perception
- Placebo effects
- Culture doesn’t affect pain perception so much as the willingness to tolerate specific
- Context matters (social support, distraction helps reduce)

- Gate-control theory: incoming pain sensations must pass “gate” in spinal
cord that can be closed; “gate” inhibiting pattern of neural activity

- Relies on endorphins; both as/descending
- Types of glial cells take part in chronic pain perception

- Schwann cells also
-

Our Other Senses
Kinesthetic System
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